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 You are Olaf, a god’s vassal with magical powers, carrying out your mission: to repair a magical bridge, long coveted by a neighboring kingdom. In an adventure set in the harsh northern wastes, Olaf must decide if he wants to be a hero, or a villain. How will he go about helping the people in his care? And what will it cost him? Find out as Olaf journeys back to the game’s main storyline in the North.
Lift the snow and discover new perils. Open up new areas of the world, explore and battle enemies. Play with friends and against other players in a new multiplayer mode. All will be there for you to test your mettle against. The world waits to be explored, the adventure is just beginning… Features: Explore new regions: More new region quests will be available. The new North region, along with the

new graphics and enhanced effects of the North expansion, will be available. With the full support of the main storyline, new region quests will be available. The new North region, along with the new graphics and enhanced effects of the North expansion, will be available. New area maps: Explore an entirely new area map, where you will be able to visit the old frontier towns and lonely settlements, as
well as more untouched wilderness regions and cities. Fight new enemies: Complete more challenging new quests, dealing with more dangerous enemies, including new powerful bosses. Meet new friends and foes. New monsters that will teach you a new lesson about the true nature of gods: you may find them to be more or less helpful, depending on your own actions. Re-live the main storyline: All of
the available main storyline quests will be available. All of the available main storyline quests will be available. New events and items: You will find a wide variety of new items, including a new weapon that will turn your foes to stone, as well as new items to enhance your warriors’ abilities. You will find a wide variety of new items, including a new weapon that will turn your foes to stone, as well as

new items to enhance your warriors’ abilities. New multiplayer experience: The new multiplayer mode will be available for the game. You can play against your friends, as well as against the computer. The new multiplayer mode 82157476af
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